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D-MODULES AND CHARACTERS OF SEMISIMPLE LIE
GROUPS
ESTHER GALINA AND YVES LAURENT
Abstract. A famous theorem of Harish-Chandra asserts that all invariant
eigendistributions on a semisimple Lie group are locally integrable functions.
We show that this result and its extension to symmetric pairs are consequences
of an algebraic property of a holonomic D-module defined by Hotta and Kashi-
wara.
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Introduction
Let GR be a real semisimple Lie group. An invariant eigendistribution on GR is
a distribution which is invariant under the adjoint action of GR and an eigenvalue
of every biinvariant differential operator on GR. Any irreducible representation of
GR has a character which is an invariant eigendistribution.
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2 ESTHER GALINA AND YVES LAURENT
A famous theorem of Harish-Chandra [5] asserts that all invariant eigendistribu-
tions are locally integrable functions. The classical proof of the theorem is divided
in three steps:
(i)Any invariant eigendistribution χ is analytic on the set Grs of regular semisim-
ple points which is a Zariski dense open subset of GR.
(ii)The restriction F of χ to Grs extends to a L
1
loc function on GR.
(iii)There is no invariant eigendistribution supported by GR −Grs.
The problem is local and invariant eigendistributions may be studied on the Lie
algebra gR of GR. Hotta and Kashiwara defined in [7] a family of holonomic D-
modules on the complexification g of gR whose solutions are the invariant eigendis-
tributions. This module is elliptic on the set grs of regular semisimple points which
shows (i) and using the results of Harish-Chandra they also proved that it is regular.
In [28], J. Sekiguchi extended partially these results to symmetric pairs. There
is an analog to the D-module of Hotta-Kashiwara, which is holonomic and elliptic
on the regular semisimple points. But the result of Harish-Chandra do not always
extend and Sekiguchi gave a counter-example. He introduced a class of symmetric
pairs (”nice pairs”) for which he proved (iii), that is no distribution solution is sup-
ported by gR − grs. He also extended the result to hyperfunctions and conjectured
that the Hotta-Kashiwara D-module is regular in the case of symmetric pairs. In
[19], we proved this conjecture for all symmetric pairs. This shows, among others,
that all hyperfunction solutions are distributions.
In several papers [22][23][24], Levasseur and Stafford gave an algebraic proof of
point (iii) for distributions in the case of semisimple groups and in the case of nice
symmetric pairs.
The aim of this paper is to show that the Harish-Chandra theorem and its
extension to symmetric pairs is a consequence of an algebraic property of the Hotta-
Kashiwara D-module. This property is the following:
If M is a holonomic DX -module on a manifold X , to each submanifold Y of X
is associated a polynomial which is called the b-function ofM along Y (see §1.3 for
a precise definition). We say that the module M is tame if there exists a locally
finite stratification X = ∪Xα such that, for each α, the roots of the b-function of
M along Xα are greater than the opposite of the codimension of Xα.
We show first that the distribution solutions of a tame D-module satisfy proper-
ties (i)-(ii)-(iii) (replacing G−Grs by the singular support of M) and second that
the Hotta-Kashiwara module is tame. More precisely, we show that it is always
tame in the semi-simple case and in the case of symmetric pairs, we find a relation
between the roots of the b-functions and some numbers introduced by Sekiguchi.
This relation implies that the module is tame for nice pairs. In fact, this is true
after an extension of the definition of tame D-module which is given in section 1.5.
In this way, we get a new proof of the results of Harish-Chandra, Sekiguchi
and Levasseur-Stafford. Concerning the integrability of solutions in the case of
symmetric pairs, no result was known. We get this integrability but we need a
condition which is slightly stronger than the condition satisfied by nice pairs (see
section 1.7).
Tame D-modules have other nice properties, in particular they have no quotients
supported by a hypersurface. In the complex domain, a Nilsson class solution is
always a L2loc-function.
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From the point of view of D-modules, our work establish a new kind of con-
nection between algebraic properties of a holonomic D-module and the growth of
its solutions. A result of Kashiwara [11] shows that hyperfunction solutions of a
regular D-module are distributions. On the other hand, results of Ramis [25] in
the one dimensional case and of one of the authors [18] in the general case, rely on
the Gevrey or exponential type of the solutions with the Newton Polygon of the
D-module. Here we show that the Lp growth of the solutions is given by the roots
of the b-functions.
Another interest of our work is to give an example of a family of non trivial
holonomic D-modules for which it is possible to calculate explicitly the b-functions.
This paper is divided in three parts. The first section is devoted to the definitions
and the statement of the main results. We recall the definition of b-functions in
section 1.3, but this is not sufficient in the case of the Hotta-Kashiwara module
and we have to extend slightly this definition in section 1.4. Then we define the
“tame”-D-modules and give our principal results.
In the second part, we study the relations between the roots of the b-functions
and the growth of solutions, proving in particular that the distribution solutions of
a tame D-module are locally integrable.
In the third section, we calculate the b-functions of the Hotta-Kashiwara module
and show that it is tame. The key point of the proof is the fact that the Fourier
transform of the Hotta-Kashiwara module is supported by the nilpotent cone.
1. The main results
1.1. D-modules and generators. Let (X,O[X]) be a smooth algebraic variety
defined over C and (X,OX) be the underlying complex manifold. We will denote
by D[X] the sheaf of differential operators with coefficients in O[X] and DX be
the sheaf of differential operators with coefficients in OX . The theories of D[X]-
modules and DX -modules are very similar, and we refer to [7] for an introduction to
holonomic and regular holonomic D[X]-modules. In this paper, we will work mostly
with DX -modules but the definitions of section 1 are valid in both cases.
In the theory of DX -modules, what is called the “solutions of a coherent DX -
module M in a sheaf of functions F” is the derived functor RHomDX (M,F). In
this paper, we will be interested only in its first cohomology group, that is the sheaf
HomDX (M,F). If M is a cyclic DX -module, the choice of a generator defines an
isomorphism M ≃ DX/I where I is a coherent ideal of DX . Then there is a
canonical isomorphism between HomDX (M,F) and { u ∈ F | ∀P ∈ I, Pu =
0 }. But this isomorphism depends on the choice of a generator of M and some
properties of solutions of partial differential equations as to be a L2-function depend
on this choice. So, we will always consider DX -modules explicitly written as DX/I
or DX -modules with a given set of generators for which there is no ambiguity.
A similar situation will be found when defining the b-functions in section 1.3.
1.2. V -filtration. Let Y be a smooth subvariety of X . The sheaf DX is provided
with two canonical filtrations. First, we have the filtration by the usual order of
operators denoted by (DX,m)m≥0 and second the V -filtration of Kashiwara [10] :
VkDX = {P ∈ DX | ∀j ∈ Z, PJ
j
Y ⊂ J
j−k
Y }
where JY is the definition ideal of Y and J
j
Y = OX if j ≤ 0.
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In coordinates (x, t) such that Y = {t = 0}, J kY is, for k ≥ 0, the sheaf of
functions ∑
|α|=k
fα(x, t)t
α
hence the operators xi and Dxi :=
∂
∂xi
have order 0 for the V -filtration while the
operators ti have order −1 and Dti :=
∂
∂ti
order +1.
The associated graduate is defined as :
grVDX := ⊕gr
k
VDX , gr
k
VDX := VkDX /Vk−1DX
By definition, grVDX operates on the direct sum
⊕(
J kY
/
J
(k+1)
Y
)
. But this sheaf
is canonically isomorphic to the direct image by the projection p : TYX → Y of the
sheaf O[TYX] of holomorphic functions on the normal bundle TYX polynomial in
the fibers of p (in the algebraic case, it is the sheaf OTYX of functions on TYX). In
this way grVDX is a subsheaf of p∗HomC(O[TYX],O[TYX ]) and it is easily verified
in coordinates that this subsheaf is exactly the sheaf of differential operators with
coefficients in O[TYX]:
grVDX ≃ p∗D[TYX]
The graduate associated to the filtration (DX,m) is grDX ≃ π∗OT∗X where
π : T ∗X → X is the cotangent bundle in the algebraic case and the sheaf π∗O[T∗X]
of holomorphic functions polynomial in the fibers of π in the analytic case.
Let M be a coherent DX -module. A good filtration of M is a filtration which
is locally finitely generated that is locally of the form :
Mm =
∑
j=1,...,N
DX,m+mjuj
where u1, . . . , uN are (local) sections of M and m1, . . . ,mN integers.
It is well known that if (Mm) is a good filtration of M, the associated graduate
grM is a coherent grDX -module, that is a coherent π∗O[T∗X]-module and defines
the characteristic variety of M which is a subvariety of T ∗X . This subvariety is
involutive for the canonical symplectic structure of T ∗X and a DX -module is said to
be holonomic if its characteristic variety is lagrangian that is of minimal dimension.
If M is holonomic, its sheaf of endomorphisms EndDX (M) = HomDX (M,M) is
constructible, that is there is a stratification of X for which EndDX (M) is locally
constant and finite dimensional on each stratum.
In the same way, a good V -filtration of M is a filtration of M associated to the
V -filtration of DX which is locally finitely generated that is locally :
VkM =
∑
j=1,...,N
(Vk+kjDX)uj
If VM is a good filtration, the associated graduate grVM is a coherent grVDX -
module hence p−1grVM is a coherent D[TYX]-module [10]. Moreover it may be
proved that if M is holonomic then p−1grVM is a holonomic D[TYX]-module [16]
hence EndD[TYX](p
−1grVM) is locally finite dimensional.
1.3. b-functions. The fiber bundle TYX is provided with a canonical vector field,
the Euler vector field ϑ characterized by ϑf = kf for any function f homogeneous
of degree k in the fibers of p : TYX → Y . From the definition of the V -filtration it is
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clear that for any P ∈ grkVDX we have ϑP = P (ϑ−k); hence ifM is a coherent DX -
module we may define an endomorphism Θ of grVM commuting with the action
of p∗D[TYX] by Θ = ϑ+ k on gr
k
VM.
Definition 1.3.1. A coherent DX -module is said to be specializable along Y if,
locally on Y , there exists a polynomial b such that b(Θ) annihilates grVM.
The set of polynomials b annihilating grVM on an open set U of Y is an ideal
of C[T ] and the generator of this ideal is called the b-function forM along Y on U .
This b-function depends on the choice of the V -filtration but its roots are in-
dependent of the choice of the V -filtration on M up to translations by integers.
If I is a coherent ideal of DX , the DX -module M = DX/I is provided with the
canonical V -filtration induced by the V -filtration of DX and then the b-function of
M = DX/I is canonically defined.
In the same way, if M is specializable and u is a section of M, the submod-
ule DXu of M is specializable [16] and it has a canonical V -filtration given by
(V kDXu)k∈Z, hence the b-function of u is canonically defined.
Let θ be any differential operator on X whose class in gr0VDX is ϑ. Then, by
definition of the b-function, there is an operator P ∈ V−1DX such that
(1.3.1) (b(θ) + P )u = 0
Assume now thatM is a holonomic DX -module. Then p−1grVM is a holonomic
D[TYX]-module and the sheaf EndD[TYX](p
−1grVM) is (locally) finite dimensional.
Thus the endomorphism Θ has (locally) a minimal polynomial which is, by defini-
tion, a b-function of M. This means that holonomic DX -modules are specializable
along any submanifold Y .
If Y is a hypersurface with local coordinates such that Y = { (x, t) ∈ X | t = 0 },
the equation 1.3.1 is written as :
(1.3.2) (b(tDt) + tQ(x, t,Dx, tDt)) u = 0
If Y has codimension d greater than 1, this equation is :
(1.3.3)
(
b(<t,Dt>) +
d∑
i=1
tiPi(x, t,Dx, [tDt])
)
u = 0
where <t,Dt> =
∑
tiDti and [tDt] is the collection of all operators (tiDtj )i,j=1...d.
Definition 1.3.2. A section u is said to be 1-specializable (or to have a ”regular
b-function”) if it satisfies an equation 1.3.1 with an operator P whose order is less
or equal to the degree of the polynomial b.
The b-function is ”monodromic” if u satisfies an equation 1.3.1 with P = 0.
Remark 1.3.3. A holonomic DX -module has always b-functions but in general, it
has no regular b-function (except if the module is regular holonomic [12]).
A monodromic b-function is less usual. It is coordinate dependent, more precisely
it depends on an identification of a neighborhood of Y in X and a neighborhood of
Y in TYX, e.g. a fiber bundle structure of X over Y .
Remark 1.3.4. Let f : X → C be a holomorphic function. The b-function of f is
usually defined as the generator of the ideal of polynomials satisfying an equation
b(s)f s(x) = P (s, x,Dx)f
s+1(x). This b-function appears as a special case of the
previous definition if we consider the holonomic DX -module DXδ(t − f(x)). Then
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the equation b(s)f s(x) = P (s, x,Dx)f
s+1(x) is formally equivalent to the equation
b(−Dtt)δ(t− f(x)) = tP (−Dtt, x,Dx)δ(t− f(x)).
1.4. Quasi-b-functions. In this paper, we will use a new kind of b-functions. In
fact, we want to replace the Euler vector field by a vector field
∑
nitiDti . For
example, let ϕ : X → X be defined in a coordinate system (x, t) by (x, t) 7→
(x, s1 = t
n1
1 , . . . , sp = t
np
p ) for some positive integers (n1, . . . , np), Y = {s = 0},
Y˜ = {t = 0} and M a holonomic DX -module. It is known that the inverse image
ϕ∗M is a holonomic DX˜ -module, then ϕ
∗M will have a b-function along Y˜ and
by direct image we will get a b-function for M but with
∑
siDsi replaced by∑
nisiDsi .
So, let us consider the fiber bundle p : TYX → Y . The sheaf D[TYX/Y ] of relative
differential operators is the subsheaf of D[TYX] of the differential operators on TYX
which commute with all functions of p−1OY . A differential operator P on TYX is
homogeneous of degree 0 if for any function f homogeneous of degree k in the fibers
of p, Pf is homogeneous of degree k.
In particular, a vector field η˜ on TYX which is a relative differential operator
homogeneous of degree 0 defines a morphism from the set of homogeneous functions
of degree 1 into itself which commutes with the action of p−1OY , that is a section
of
Homp−1OY (OTYX [1],OTYX [1])
and thus an endomorphism of the dual fiber bundle T ∗YX.
Let (x, t) be coordinates of X such that Y = { (x, t) ∈ X | t = 0 }. Let (x, τ) be
the corresponding coordinates of TYX. Then η˜ is written as :
η˜ =
∑
aij(x)τiDτj
and the matrix A = (aij(x)) is the matrix of the associated endomorphism of
OTYX [1] which is a locally free p
−1OY -module of rank d = codimXY . Its conju-
gation class is thus independent of the choice of coordinates (x, t), as well as its
eigenvalues which will be called the eigenvalues of the vector field η˜.
Definition 1.4.1. A vector field η˜ on TYX is definite positive with respect to Y
on U ⊂ Y if it is a relative differential operator homogeneous of degree 0 whose
eigenvalues are strictly positive rational numbers and which is locally diagonalizable
as an endomorphism of OTYX [1]. We denote by Tr(η˜) the trace of η˜.
A structure of local fiber bundle of X over Y is an analytic isomorphism between
a neighborhood of Y in X and a neighborhood of Y in TYX. For example a local
system of coordinates defines such an isomorphism.
Definition 1.4.2. A vector field η on X is definite positive with respect to Y if:
i) η is of degree 0 for the V -filtration associated to Y and the image σY (η) of η
in gr0VDX is definite positive with respect to Y as a vector field on TYX.
ii) There is a structure of local fiber bundle of X over Y which identifies η and
σY (η).
The eigenvalues and the trace of η will be, by definition, those of σY (η).
It is proved in [16, proposition 5.2.2] that in the case where σY (η) is the Euler
vector field ϑ of TYX the condition (ii) is always satisfied and that the local fiber
bundle structure of X over Y is essentially unique for a given η, but this is not true
in general.
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We will now assume that X is provided with such a vector field η. Let β =
a/b the rational number with minimum positive integers a and b such that the
eigenvalues of β−1η are positive relatively prime integers. Let DX [k] be the sheaf
of differential operators Q satisfying the equation [Q, η] = βkQ and let V ηk DX be
the sheaf of differential operators Q which are equal to a finite sum (algebraic case)
or a convergent series (analytic case) Q =
∑
l≤kQl with Ql in DX [l] for each l ∈ Z.
This defines a filtration of DX .
Definition 1.4.3. Let u be a section of a DX -module M. A polynomial b is a
quasi-b-function with respect to η (or a b(η)-function for short) if there exists a
differential operator Q in V η−1DX such that (b(η) +Q)u = 0.
The b(η)-function will be said to be regular if the order of Q as a differential
operator is less or equal to the order of the polynomial b and monodromic if Q = 0.
If σY (η) is the Euler vector field of TYX , this definition is essentially equivalent
to the definition of the previous section. However, the V -filtration is defined on
the sheaf DX |Y of differential operators defined in a neighborhood of Y while, for a
given vector field η, the V η-filtration is defined on any open set where η is defined.
That is why it will be useful to consider the second definition even in the case of
the Euler vector field.
If η is given, we may locally diagonalize σY (η) and identify η with σY (η), that
is assume that η =
∑
nitiDti and we may assume that the ni are integers after
multiplication of η by an integer. In this case, the direct image by the ramification
ϕ associated to the ni of a b-function for ϕ
∗M is a b(η)-function forM, hence such
a b(η)-function always exists locally for holonomic DX -module.
1.5. Tame DX-modules. We will say that a cyclic holonomic DX -module M =
DX/I is tame along a locally closed submanifold Y of X if the roots of the b-
function ofM relative to Y are strictly greater than the opposite of the codimension
of Y . In fact we will extend this definition by replacing the b-function by quasi b-
functions and also by introducing a parameter δ.
Definition 1.5.1. Let M = DX/I be a cyclic holonomic DX -module and Y be a
locally closed submanifold Y of X . Let δ be a strictly positive real number.
The module M is δ-tame along Y if Y is open in X or if there exists a vector
field η on X which is definite positive with respect to Y and a b(η)-function for M
whose roots are all strictly greater than −Tr(η)/δ.
The module M is tame along Y if it is δ-tame for δ = 1.
Let η be a vector field on X which is definite positive with respect to a subman-
ifold Y (definition 1.4.2). A subvariety of X is conic for η if it is invariant under
the flow of η, that is given by equations (f1, . . . , fl) satisfying ηfi = kifi for some
integers k1, . . . , kl.
Definition 1.5.2. The cyclic module M is conic-tame (resp. δ-conic-tame) along
Y if Y is open in X or if there exists a vector field η on X which is definite positive
with respect to Y such that:
(i) there is a b(η)-function forM whose roots are all strictly greater than −Tr(η)
(resp. −Tr(η)/δ)
(ii) the singular support of M is conic for η.
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Let us recall that the singular support of M is set of points of X where its
characteristic variety Ch(M) is not contained in the zero section of T ∗X . If M is
holonomic, its singular support is a nowhere dense subvariety of X .
Remark 1.5.3. If M admits a monodromic (quasi-)b-function, the sections of M
are solutions of b(η)u = 0 and the characteristic variety of M is contained in the
subset of T ∗X defined by η = 0, this implies that the singular support of M is
conic for η.
A stratification of the manifold X is a union X =
⋃
αXα such that
• For each α, Xα is a complex algebraic (analytic) subset of X and Xα is its
regular part.
• {Xα}α is locally finite.
• Xα ∩Xβ = ∅ for α 6= β.
• If Xα ∩Xβ 6= ∅ then Xα ⊃ Xβ .
If M is a holonomic DX -module, its characteristic variety Ch(M) is a homoge-
neous lagrangian subvariety of T ∗X hence there exists a stratification X =
⋃
Xα
such that Ch(M) ⊂
⋃
α T
∗
Xα
X [9, Ch. 5].
Definition 1.5.4. A cyclic holonomic DX -module M = DX/I, is tame (resp.
conic-tame, δ-tame, conic-δ-tame) if there is a stratification X =
⋃
Xα of X such
that M is tame (resp. conic-tame, δ-tame, conic-δ-tame) along any stratum Xα.
In the next sections, we will find DX -modules which satisfy a weaker condition:
Definition 1.5.5. The module M is weakly tame if there is a stratification X =⋃
Xα of X such that for all α, one of the two following conditions is satisfied:
(i)M is tame along Xα
(ii)for each point x of Xα, π
−1
α (x) ∩ T
∗
Xα
X is not contained in the characteristic
variety of M.
Here, πα is the projection T
∗X → X and T ∗XαX is the conormal bundle to Xα.
Any tame DX -module is clearly weakly tame. The following properties will be
proved in the section 2:
Theorem 1.5.6. If the DX-module M is weakly tame then it has no quotients with
support in a hypersurface of X.
Theorem 1.5.7. Let M be a real analytic manifold and X be a complexification of
M . If the DX-module M is weakly tame then it has no distribution solution with
support in a hypersurface of M .
As pointed in section 1.1, if M is a cyclic DX -module DX/I, the solutions are
defined as the common solutions of all operators in I. Here ”solutions” means
solutions in the usual meaning and do not concern the Extk of the module for
k > 0. Any distribution solution of M is analytic where M is elliptic [27] that is
outside the singular support of M. So, if M is tame the distributions solutions
of M are uniquely characterized by their restriction to the complementary of the
singular support of M.
Theorem 1.5.8. Let M be a holonomic conic-tame DX-module with singular sup-
port Z. Then any multivalued holomorphic function on X − Z with polynomial
growth along Z which is solution of M extends uniquely as a L2loc solution of M
on X.
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Theorem 1.5.9. Let M be a real analytic manifold and X be a complexification
of M . Let M be a holonomic conic-tame DX-module whose singular support Z is
the complexification of a real sub-variety of M.
Then any distribution solution of M on an open subset of M is a L1loc-function.
These theorems as well as the following proposition will be proved in section 2.
Proposition 1.5.10. Let δ > 0 and M a holonomic conic-δ-tame DX-module
with singular support Z. Then any multivalued holomorphic function on X − Z
with polynomial growth along Z which is solution of M extends uniquely as a L2δloc
solution of M on X.
If X is the complexification of a real analytic manifold M and Z is the complex-
ification of a real sub-variety of M , then any distribution on an open subset of M
solution of M is the sum of a singular part supported by Z and of a Lδloc-function.
If δ > 1, the singular part is 0.
Remark 1.5.11. If M is a regular holonomic D-module as defined by Kashiwara-
Kawa¨ı[13], all multivalued holomorphic solutions of M on X − Z have polynomial
growth along Z [13] and all hyperfunction solutions are distributions [11]. In this
case, theorems 1.5.8, 1.5.9 and proposition 1.5.10 apply to all multivalued holomor-
phic solutions and hyperfunction solutions.
1.6. The Harish-Chandra theorem. Let GR be a real semisimple Lie group and
gR be its Lie algebra.
An invariant eigendistribution T on GR is a distribution which satisfies:
• T is invariant under conjugation by elements of GR.
• T is an eigendistribution of every biinvariant differential operator P on GR,
i.e. there is a scalar λ such that PT = λT .
The main example of such distributions is the character of an irreducible rep-
resentation of GR. A famous theorem of Harish-Chandra asserts that all invariant
eigendistributions are L1loc-functions on GR [5].
Let us now explain what is the Hotta-Kashiwara D-module [7]. Let G be a
connected complex semisimple group with Lie algebra g. The group acts on g by
the adjoint action hence on the space O(g) of polynomial functions on g which is
identified to the symmetric algebra S(g∗) of the dual space g∗. By Chevalley theo-
rem, the space O(g)G ≃ S(g∗)G of invariant polynomials is equal to a polynomial
algebra C[P1, . . . , Pl] where P1, . . . , Pl are algebraically independent polynomials of
O(g)G and l is the rank of g. In the same way, the space O(g∗)G ≃ S(g)G of invari-
ant polynomials on g∗ is equal to C[Q1, . . . , Ql] where Q1, . . . , Ql are algebraically
independent polynomials of O(g∗)G.
The differential of the adjoint action on g induces a Lie algebra homomorphism
τ : g→ DerS(g∗) by:
(τ(a)f)(x) =
d
dt
f (exp(−ta).x) |t=0 for a ∈ g, f ∈ S(g
∗), x ∈ g
i.e. τ(a) is the vector field on g whose value at x ∈ g is [x, a].
An element a of g defines also a vector field with constant coefficients on g by:
(a(Dx)f)(x) = <a, df> =
d
dt
f(x+ ta)|t=0 for f ∈ S(g
∗), x ∈ g
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By multiplication, this extends to an injective morphism from S(g) to the algebra
of differential operators with constant coefficients on g. We will identify S(g) with
its image and denote by P (Dx) the image of P ∈ S(g).
For λ ∈ g∗, the Hotta-Kashiwara module MFλ is the quotient of Dg by the ideal
generated by τ(g) and by the operators Q(Dx)−Q(λ) for Q ∈ S(g)G.
A result of Harish-Chandra [6, lemma 24] shows that there is an equivalence
between the invariant eigendistributions and the solutions of the Hotta-Kashiwara
modules. More precisely, there is an analytic function ϕ on g, invertible on a
neighborhood of 0, such that u is an invariant eigendistribution if and only if X 7→
ϕ(X)u (exp(X)) is a distribution solution of a Hotta-Kashiwara module.
The definition of Hotta-Kashiwara extends to:
Definition 1.6.1. Let F be a finite codimensional ideal of S(g)G. We denote by
IF the ideal of Dg generated by τ(g) and by F , this defines the coherent Dg-module
MF = Dg/IF .
The filtration induced on F by the filtration of the differential operators is the
same than the filtration of the symmetric algebra S(g). If F is finite codimensional,
its graduate is a power of S+(g)
G, the set of non constant elements of S(g)G, hence
defines the nilpotent cone N(g∗) of g∗. The cotangent bundle T ∗g is identified with
g× g∗ and g∗ to g by the Killing form, then if N(g) is the nilpotent cone of g, the
characteristic variety of MF is [7, 4.8.3.]:
{ (x, y) ∈ g× g | [x, y] = 0, y ∈ N(g) }
and MF is a holonomic Dg-module.
In particular, if grs is the set of regular semisimple elements in g, MF is elliptic
on grs and the singular support ofMF is the algebraic variety g′ = g− grs = { x ∈
g | ∆(x) = 0 } where ∆ is defined as follows. If n = dim g, we set for x ∈ g:
det(t.1 − adx) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)n−ipi(x)t
i
where adx is the adjoint action of x on g that is adx(z) = [x, z]. The rank l of g
is the smallest integer r such that p r 6≡ 0 and ∆(x) ≡ p l(x) is the equation of g′.
If gR is a real semisimple Lie algebra and g its complexification, ∆(x) is a poly-
nomial on g which is real on gR hence g
′ is the complexification of g′
R
. The invariant
eigenfunctions on gR are distributions solutions of MF , in particular they are ana-
lytic on gR − g′R. The main result of this section is :
Theorem 1.6.2. The holonomic Dg-module MF is conic-tame.
As a consequence we get the theorem of Harish-Chandra:
Corollary 1.6.3.
(1) There is no invariant eigendistribution supported by g′
R
= gR − grs.
(2) The invariant eigendistribution are L1loc functions on gR and analytic on
gR ∩ grs.
(3) The module MF has no quotient supported by g′ = g− grs.
It has been proved in [19] that the moduleMF is a regular holonomicDg-module.
This implies that the results of corollary 1.6.3 are true for hyperfunction solutions
as well as for distributions.
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For each s ∈ g semi-simple, gs = { x ∈ g | [x, s] = 0 } is a reductive Lie algebra.
Let ds and rs be the dimension and the rank of the semi-simple Lie algebra [g
s, gs].
Let u be the minimum of rs/ds over all semi-simple elements of g and δ(g) =
1+u
1−u .
For example, if g = sln(C), δ(g) = 1 +
2
n .
Proposition 1.6.4. The holonomic Dg-module MF is δ-tame for any δ < δ(g).
This implies that the distribution solutions ofMF are Lδloc-functions for δ < δ(g).
1.7. Symmetric pairs. Let G be a connected complex reductive algebraic Lie
group with Lie algebra g. Fix a non-degenerate, G-invariant symmetric bilinear
form κ on the reductive Lie algebra g such that κ is the Killing form on the
semisimple Lie algebra [g, g]. Fix an involutive automorphism σ of g preserving
κ and set k = Ker(σ − I), p = Ker(σ + I). Then g = k ⊕ p and the pair (g, k)
or (g, σ) is called a symmetric pair. As k is a reductive Lie subalgebra of g, it is
the Lie algebra of a connected reductive subgroup K of G. This group K acts on
p via the adjoint action and the differential of this action induces a Lie algebra
homomorphism τ : k→ DerS(p∗) by:
(τ(a).f)(x) =
d
dt
f (exp(−ta).x) |t=0 for a ∈ k, f ∈ S(p
∗), x ∈ p
(see [24] for the details)
If the group is G ×G for some semisimple group G and σ is given by σ(x, y) =
(y, x), then K ≃ G, p ≃ g and we find the definitions of section 1.6. We will call
this case the “diagonal case”. In fact, the previous section is a special case of this
one but we give the definitions in the two cases for the reader’s convenience.
Let x = s + n be the Jordan decomposition of x ∈ p, that is s is semi-simple,
n is nilpotent and [s, n] = 0. As this decomposition is unique, if x ∈ p then s and
n are both elements of p. The element x is said to be regular if the codimension
of its orbit K.x is minimal, this minimum is the rank of the pair (g, k) or of p.
The set prs = grs ∩ p of semisimple regular elements of p is Zariski dense and its
complementary p′ is defined by a K-invariant polynomial equation ∆(x) = 0 [15].
If (g, k) is a complexification of a real symmetric pair, this equation is real on the
real space.
The set N(p) of nilpotent elements of p is a cone. If O+(p)K is the space of non
constant invariant polynomials on p, then N(p) is equal to:
N(p) = { x ∈ p | ∀P ∈ O+(p)
K P (x) = 0 }.
The set of nilpotent orbits is finite and define a stratification of N(p) [15]. By
an extension of the Chevalley theorem, the space O(p)K is a polynomial algebra
C[P1, . . . , Pl] where P1, . . . , Pl are algebraically independent polynomials of O(p)K
and l is the rank of p.
If F is a finite codimensional ideal of O(p∗)K = S(p)K , the module MF is
the quotient of Dp by the ideal generated by τ(k) and by F . MF is a holonomic
Dp-module [24] whose characteristic variety is contained in:
{ (x, y) ∈ p× p | [x, y] = 0, y ∈ N(p) }
Its singular support is p′ = p− prs.
We proved in [19] that the module MF is always regular (hence the hyperfunc-
tions solutions are distributions) but in some cases it has non zero solutions with
support a hypersurface (see [28] or [24] for an example) hence is not always tame.
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We will show that the roots of the b-functions are bounded below and the bounds
will be calculated from the numbers λp(x) defined by Sekiguchi [28] [24].
Let x ∈ N(p), an extension of the Jacobson-Morosov theorem [15] shows that
there exists a normal S-triple containing x, that is there exist y ∈ p and h ∈ k such
that [x, y] = h, [h, x] = 2x and [h, y] = −2y. Set s = Ch⊕ Cx⊕ Cy ≃ sl2(C). The
s-module g decomposes as g =
⊕s
j=1 E(λj), where E(λj) is a simple s-module of
highest weight λj ∈ N. We can choose a basis (v1, . . . , vm) of py = { z ∈ p | [z, y] =
0 } with [h, vi] = −λivi and we have p = [x, k] ⊕ py. If g is semisimple, we define
[24]:
(1.7.1) λp(x) =
m∑
j=1
(λj + 2)− dim p
Remark 1.7.1. The numberm is the dimension of the space py and s is the dimension
of gy. By proposition 5 in [15] we have s = 2m − k where k = 2dim p − dim g is
independent of y.
Recall that a non zero nilpotent x ∈ p is said p-distinguished if px ⊂ N(p). As
the number of nilpotent orbits is finite, there is only a finite number of distinct
numbers λp(x) for x ∈ N(p) and we set:
λp = min{λp(x) | x ∈ N(p), x distinguished }
If g is reductive but not semisimple, we consider g˜ = [g, g], k˜ = k ∩ g˜ and p˜ = p∩ g˜.
Then (g˜, k˜) is a symmetric pair with g˜ semisimple and we set λp = λp˜, we will also
consider the “reduced dimension” of p that is dim0 p = dim p˜.
Let s ∈ p be semisimple, then gs = ks ⊕ ps is a symmetric pair and we define:
µp = min{
1
2
(λps − dim0 p
s) | s ∈ p, s semisimple }
(this minimum is again taken over a finite set).
Let x be a point of p with Jordan decomposition x = s+n, we set λp(x) = λps(n)
In section 3.2, we will define a finite stratification of p and to each stratum Σ we
will associate a vector field ηΣ definite positive with respect to Σ such that p− prs
is conic relatively to ηΣ. If x = s+n is the Jordan decomposition, the numbers µps ,
λp(x) = λps(n) and dim0 p
s are independent of x ∈ Σ. We will denote µΣ = µps
and tΣ = (λps(n) + dim0 p
s)/2.
The main result of this paper is the following which will be proved in section 3.4:
Theorem 1.7.2. The space p admits a finite stratification and to each stratum Σ is
associated a vector field ηΣ definite positive with respect to Σ and such that p− prs
is conic relatively to ηΣ. The trace of ηΣ is tΣ.
Let F be a finite codimensional ideal of S(p)K . The holonomic Dp-module MF
admits a b(ηΣ)-function along each stratum Σ whose roots are greater or equal to
µΣ.
Remark 1.7.3. In the proof, we will see that the polynomial b depend only on the
semisimple part of any x ∈ Σ, in particular b is the same for all nilpotent orbits.
Corollary 1.7.4. If (g, k) is a symmetric pair such that for any s ∈ p semisimple,
λps > 0, then for any F finite codimensional ideal of S(p)
K , the holonomic Dp-
module MF is weakly tame.
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Corollary 1.7.5. If (g, k) is a symmetric pair such that for any x ∈ p, λp(x) > 0,
then for any F finite codimensional ideal of S(p)K , the holonomic Dp-module MF
is conic-tame.
The difference between the two corollaries is that in the first one we ask that
λp(x) > 0 for elements x whose nilpotent part is distinguished, while in the second
the condition λp(x) > 0 is required for all elements. In the diagonal case, that
is in the case of a semisimple Lie group G acting on its Lie algebra g, we have
dim g =
∑s
i=1(λi + 1) hence if x is nilpotent, λp(x) is equal to the codimension of
the orbit of x. This number is thus always positive and theorem 1.6.2 is a special
case of corollary 1.7.5.
In the general case, Sekiguchi defined in [28] a class of symmetric pairs, called
“nice pairs”, for which he proved that λps > 0 for any s ∈ p semisimple. So, in the
case of nice pairs, the module MF is weakly tame.
Consider now a real symmetric pair gR = kR ⊕ pR, its complexification is a
complex symmetric pair as defined before (see [28] for the details). Then we may
consider the distributions or the hyperfunctions on pR which are solutions of the
module MF .
Corollary 1.7.6. Under the condition of corollary 1.7.4 we have:
(1) There is no solution of MF supported by p′R = pR − prs.
(2) The module MF has no quotient supported by p′ = p− prs.
and under the condition of corollary 1.7.5 we have moreover:
(3) The distributions on pR solutions of MF are L1loc functions.
The first point has been proved by Sekiguchi [28] and Levasseur-Stafford [24].
The third point is new and may be improved by:
Corollary 1.7.7. Let δ(p) be the minimum of −tΣ/µΣ over all strata Σ. The
module MF is δ-tame for any δ < δ(p).
Remark 1.7.8. If the roots of the b-functions of a module MF are not integers, as
in the example of Levasseur-Stafford [24, Remarks after theorem 3.8], the module
will satisfy points 1) and 2) of corollary 1.7.6 by remark 2.3.1, but the solutions
will not be L1loc if the module is not tame.
As in the previous section, the module MF is a regular holonomic Dg-module
by [19], hence all these results are true for hyperfunction solutions as well as for
distributions.
2. Tame D-modules
2.1. Polynomials and differentials. Consider Cd with coordinates (t1, . . . , td)
and denote by Dt1 , . . . , Dtd the derivations
∂
∂t1
, . . . , ∂∂td . Let (n1, . . . , nd) be strictly
positive integers and η =
∑d
i=1 nitiDti . If α = (α1, . . . , αd) is a multi-index of N
d,
we denote |α| =
∑
αi and <α, n> =
∑
αini. For N ≥ 0, let
AN = { a ∈ N | ∃α ∈ N
d, |α| = N, a = <n, α> }
and define a polynomial bN by
bN (T ) =
N−1∏
k=0
∏
a∈Ak
(T + |n|+ a)
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Lemma 2.1.1. For any N ≥ 1, the differential operator bN (η) is in the left ideal
of DCd generated by the monomials t
α for |α| = N .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on N . If N = 1, bN (η) = η + |n| =∑
nitiDti + ni =
∑
niDtiti is in the ideal generated by (t1, . . . , td).
Let us denote b′N (T ) =
∏
a∈AN
(T + |n| + a). We remark that tαη = (η −
<α, n>)tα hence if |α| = N , tαb′N(η) = b
′
N(η − <α, n>)t
α = c(η)(η + |n|)tα =
c(η)(
∑
niDtiti)t
α is in the left ideal generated by tα for |α| = N+1. As bN+1(T ) =
bN(T )b
′
N(T ), if the lemma is true for N it is true for N + 1. 
Remark 2.1.2. The main property of bN is that its roots are all integers lower or
equal to −Tr(η). If η is the Euler vector field of Cd that is n1 = · · · = nd = 1, then
bN(T ) = (T + d)(T + d+ 1) . . . (T + d+N − 1).
Corollary 2.1.3. Let Y be a smooth subvariety of X of codimension d, M be a
coherent DX -module and u be a section of M with support in Y . For any vector
field η definite positive with respect to Y , u has a b(η)-function along Y which roots
are integers lower or equal to −Tr(η).
Proof. Let (x1, . . . , xn−d, t1, . . . , td) be local coordinates such that Y = {(x, t) ∈
X |t = 0} and η =
∑d
i=1 nitiDti . If u is supported by Y then there exists some
integer M such that tM1 u = · · · = t
M
d u = 0. Let N = (M − 1)d + 1, then for any
monomial tα such that |α| = N we have tαu = 0 and the result comes from lemma
2.1.1. 
2.2. D-modules supported by a submanifold.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let Y be a smooth subvariety of X of codimension d, I be a
coherent ideal of DX and M = DX/I. Assume that M is specializable and that all
the integer roots of the b-function b are strictly greater than −d, then M has no
quotient with support in Y .
Proof. Let N be a quotient ofM supported by Y and u the image of 1 in N . Then
N is generated by u. But the b-function of u has all roots strictly greater than −d
or non integers by hypothesis and all roots are integers less or equal to −d from
corollary 2.1.3, hence this b-function must be equal to 1, thus u = 0 and N = 0. 
There is a similar result for quasi-b-functions which we will prove now. Let us
first recall that, if Y is a submanifold of X and i : Y → X , the sheaf DY→X is
the (DY , i−1DX)-bimodule defined as OY ⊗i−1OX i
−1DX and the sheaf DX←Y is
the (i−1DX ,DY )-bimodule defined as i−1DX ⊗i−1ΩX ΩY . Here ΩX is he sheaf of
differential forms of maximum degree on X . We will consider DY→X and DX←Y
as DX -modules supported by Y .
Lemma 2.2.2. Let Y be a smooth subvariety of X, and η be a vector field on X
which is definite positive with respect to Y . Let b ∈ C[T ] be a polynomial, Q be an
operator in V η−1DX and P = b(η) + Q. Let N be a left DY -module and N
′ be a
right DY -module.
(i) If all the integer roots of b are strictly greater than −Tr(η) then P is an
isomorphism of DX←Y ⊗DY N .
(ii) If all the integer roots of b are strictly negative then P is an isomorphism of
N ′ ⊗DY DY→X .
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Proof. Let us fix local coordinates of X such that Y = { (x, t) ∈ X | t1 = · · · =
td = 0 }. The DX -module DX←Y is the quotient of DX by the left ideal generated
by t1, . . . , td hence the sections of DX←Y may be represented by finite sums:
u =
∑
uα,β(x)D
β
xδ
(α)(t)
where δ(α)(t) is the class of Dαt modulo t1, . . . , td.
We may change the coordinates and assume that η =
∑
nitiDti , we may also
multiply η by an integer and assume that all ni are integer (this modifies the
polynomial b but the condition that all the roots of b are strictly greater than
−Tr(η) remains). We have η δ(α)(t) = −(<n, α>+ |n|) δ(α)(t).
Let us assume first that N = DY . The image of the V η-filtration of DX on
DX←Y is the filtration by <n, α> hence this filtration is only in positive degrees.
So, to prove that P is bijective on DX←Y it is enough to show that b(η) is bijective
on the graduate grVDX←Y , that is on homogeneous elements
u =
∑
<n,α>=N
uα,β(x)D
β
xδ
(α)(t)
Decomposing b into linear factors we have to show that η+a is bijective if a < Tr(η)
or if a is not an integer which is clear.
We consider now a left DY -module N and define a filtration by
V ηk (DX←Y ⊗DY N ) = (V
η
k DX←Y )⊗DY N
As the V η-filtration is trivial on DY , this filtration is compatible with the DX -
module structure. As b(η) acts on the graduate grVDX←Y ⊗DY N by b(η)(A⊗u) =
b(η)(A)⊗ u, this action is bijective and P is an isomorphism of DX←Y ⊗DY N .
Let us now consider the sheaf DY→X . It is the quotient of DX by the right ideal
generated by t1 . . . td hence the sections of DX←Y may still be represented by finite
sums:
u =
∑
uα,β(x)D
β
xδ
(α)(t)
where δ(α)(t) is the class of Dαt modulo t1 . . . td but now DX operates on the right
and we have δ(α)(t).tiDti = +αiδ
(α)(t) and the same calculus shows that η + a is
bijective on DY→X if a > 0. 
Proposition 2.2.3. Let Y be a submanifold of X, and η be a vector field on X
which is definite positive with respect to Y . Let I be a coherent ideal of DX and
M = DX/I. Assume thatM admits a b(η)-function whose integer roots are strictly
greater than −Tr(η), then M has no quotient with support in Y .
Proof. Let N be a quotient of M supported by Y . Let u be the image in N of the
class of the operator 1 inM. Then N is generated by u which is annihilated by an
operator P = b(η)+Q with Q ∈ V−1DX and the integer roots of b are strictly greater
than −Tr(η). On the other hand, if N is supported by Y there exists a coherent
DY -module N0 such that N is isomorphic to DX←Y ⊗DY N0 as a DX -module [8].
Applying lemma 2.2.2 we get that P is an isomorphism of DX←Y ⊗DY N0. 
By definition, the inverse image by i of a DX -module M is
MY = DY→X ⊗
L
i−1DX
i−1M
It is known [21] that if M is a specializable, MY is a complex of DY -modules
with coherent cohomology. If no root of the b-function is an integer (this does not
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depend of a generator of M), then MY = 0. In this case, M has no quotient and
no submodule supported by Y .
Lemma 2.2.2 means that M = DX/DXP satisfies MY = 0 if P = b(η) +Q and
all the roots of b are strictly negative. With the same proof than Proposition 2.2.3
we deduce:
Proposition 2.2.4. Let Y be a smooth subvariety of X, and η be a vector field on
X which is definite positive with respect to Y . Let I be a coherent ideal of DX and
M = DX/I. Assume thatM admits a b(η)-function whose integer roots are strictly
negative then the first cohomology group of MY , that is M0Y = DY→X ⊗i−1DX
i−1M, is equal to 0.
We consider now a real analytic manifold M and a complexification X of M .
The sheaf of distributions on M will be denoted by DbM .
Proposition 2.2.5. Let Y be a submanifold of X and η be a vector field on X
which is definite positive with respect to Y . Let I be a coherent ideal of DX and
M = DX/I. Assume thatM admits a b(η)-function whose integer roots are strictly
greater than −Tr(η).
Then M has no distribution solution with support in Y ∩M .
Moreover, if M admits a regular b(η)-function whose integer roots are strictly
greater than −Tr(η), M has no hyperfunction solution with support in Y ∩M .
Proof. Let u be a distribution solution supported by Y ∩ M . As Y ∩ M is an
analytic subset of M , we may assume that the support of u is contained in an
analytic subset N of M and prove the proposition by descending induction on the
dimension of N . So, we take a point x of the regular part of N and will prove that
u vanishes in a neighborhood of x. We may thus assume that N is smooth and
denote by NC the complexification of N which is a complex submanifold of Y .
A distribution supported by N is written in a unique way as
u =
∑
|α|≤m
aα(x)δ
(α)(t)
where aα(x) is a distribution on N and δ
(α)(t) is a derivative of the Dirac distribu-
tion δ(t) on N . In fact, we have ΓN (DbM ) ≃ DX←NC ⊗DNC DbN hence
ΓN (DbM ) ≃ DX←Y ⊗DY DY←NC ⊗DNC DbN .
So, if an operator P satisfies the conditions of the first part of lemma 2.2.2, it
defines an isomorphism of ΓN(DbM ).
In the present situation, there is a surjective morphism:
DX/DXP −→M−→ 0
where P satisfies these conditions, hence HomDX (M,ΓN (DbM )) = 0.
In the case of hyperfunctions, we have ΓN (BM ) = D
∞
X←Y ⊗D∞Y D
∞
Y←NC
⊗D∞
NC
BN
where D∞Y is the sheaf of differential operators of infinite order on Y and D
∞
X←Y =
D∞X ⊗DX DX←Y . From [20, theorem 3.2.1.] applied to the dual of M which is a
Fuchsian module as well as M we know that:
RHomDX (M,D
∞
X←Y ) ≃ RHomDX (M,DX←Y )
and we conclude as before. 
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If the characteristic variety does not contain the conormal to Y , these results
are true without condition on the b-function:
Proposition 2.2.6. If there is no point x ∈ Y such that the characteristic variety
of M contains π−1(x) ∩ T ∗YX then M has no quotient supported by Y and no
hyperfunction or distribution solution on M supported by Y ∩M .
Proof. These results are well known, let us briefly recall how they can be proved.
Let N be a quotient of M. Its characteristic variety Ch(N ) is contained in
Ch(M). On the other hand Ch(N ) is involutive hence if it is contained in π−1(Y ),
π−1(x) ∩ Ch(N ) is void or contains π−1(x) ∩ T ∗YX for any x ∈ Y . So Ch(N ) is
void and N = 0.
Let u be a hyperfunction supported by Y ∩M and solution of M. As in the
proof of proposition 2.2.5, we may assume that u is supported by a submanifold
N of M whose complexification NC is contained in Y . Let supp(u) ⊂ N be the
support of u, SS(u) ⊂ T ∗M be the singular spectrum of u as defined in [27, chap.
I]and πR : T
∗M → M the projection. For each x ∈ supp(u), SS(u) contains
T ∗NM ∩ π
−1
R
(x) and by [27, Cor 3.1.2 ch. III] SS(u) ⊂ Ch(M) hence u = 0 
Proposition 2.2.7. Let Y be a smooth connected hypersurface of X and ∆ be
an equation of Y . Let M = DX/I be a holonomic DX-module whose singular
support is contained in Y . Assume that the roots of the b-function of M along Y
are α1, . . . , αN with multiplicity n1, . . . , nN .
Then there exists a neighborhood W of Y in X such that the holomorphic solu-
tions of M on X − Y with moderate growth on Y are of the form:
f(x) =
N∑
i=1
ni−1∑
j=0
fij(x)∆(x)
αi log(∆(x))j
where the functions fij are holomorphic functions on W . Moreover, for each i, the
function fi,ni−1 does not vanish identically on Y except if all fij with the same i
are equal to 0.
If the b-function is regular, we do not have to assume that f has moderate growth.
If all roots are strictly greater than −1 the solutions are L2loc.
Remark 2.2.8. For a precise definition of multivalued L2loc solution see [3, ch. IV].
Proof. We choose local coordinates (y, t) of X such that ∆ ≡ t and we may choose
an operator P = b(tDt)+ tQ(y, t,Dy, tDt) such that Pf = 0 and b is the b-function
of M.
As M is elliptic on X − Y all solutions of M are holomorphic on X − Y and
all solutions on an open subset of X − Y extend uniquely to the whole of X − Y
as ramified functions around Y . As M is holonomic the set of solutions is locally
finite dimensional on X − Y and thus the solutions are of finite determination and
may be written as finite sums:
f(y, t) =
∑
fij(y, t)t
λi log(t)j
with fij(y, t) holomorphic on X − Y and λi − λk /∈ Z if i 6= k (see [3, ch. IV] for
the details).
If W is a neighborhood of Y which can be identified with a neighborhood of the
zero section of TYX , this decomposition is unique on W and the space of sums
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tλ
∑
j fj(y, t) log(t)
j for fixed λ is invariant by DX , hence each of these terms in f
is a solution on W − Y . So, we may now assume that
f(y, t) = tλ
n−1∑
j=0
fj(y, t) log(t)
j .
If f is a distribution, f is in the Nilsson class, that is the functions fj are
meromorphic [3]. In the same way, if the b-function is regular, all solutions on
X − Y extend uniquely as Nilsson class solutions [17, theorem 3.2.11.].
Thus we may adjust the number λ so that all fj(y, t) are holomorphic and at
least one of fj(y, 0) is not identically 0. Let m ≤ n the highest integer such that
fm−1(y, 0) 6≡ 0. We write fj(y, t) =
∑
k≥0 fjk(y)t
k. Then the equation Pf = 0
gives:
b(tDt)
m−1∑
j=0
fj0(y)t
λ log(t)j = 0
This implies that λ is a root of b and that m is less or equal to the multiplicity of
the root. If m < n and k0 is the valuation of fn−1(y, t) at t = 0, we still have
b(tDt)fn−1,k0(y)t
λ+k0 log(t)n−1 = 0
and this implies that λ+ k0 is another root of b with multiplicity at least n.
We have proved that the solutions are locally of the form
f(x) =
N∑
i=1
ni−1∑
j=0
fij(x)∆(x)
αi log(∆(x))j
but the functions fij are uniquely determined by f and ∆, as they are holomorphic
and Y is connected they cannot vanish identically on some open subset of Y hence
this formula is global on a neighborhood of Y .
If all roots are strictly greater than −1, it is clear that the solutions are L2loc (the
hypersurface is complex hence of real codimension 2). 
2.3. Application to Tame D-modules. We will now prove the results announced
in section 1.5.
Proof of theorems 1.5.6 and 1.5.7. Let N be a non zero quotient of M which is
supported by a hypersurface of X . If Z is the singular support of M, M is locally
isomorphic to some power O lX on X − Z, hence N is supported by Z.
Now we consider the stratification of definition 1.5.5. Let d be the minimum of
the codimension of the strata on which N is a non zero module. We can choose a
point of a stratum of codimension d where N is not 0. But if we apply proposition
2.2.3 or proposition 2.2.6 to this stratum we get a contradiction.
Theorem 1.5.7 is proved exactly in the same way using propositions 2.2.5 and
2.2.6. 
Remark 2.3.1. This proof uses propositions 2.2.3 and 2.2.5 hence if the roots of the
b-functions are not integers, the result is still true even if they are less than the
codimension of the stratum.
Proof of theorem 1.5.8. Let f(x) be a multivalued holomorphic function on X −Z
solution of M = DX/I. The argument follows by induction on the codimension of
the strata of the stratification given in the hypothesis.
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From proposition 2.2.7, we know that f is L2loc on a neighborhood of the smooth
part of Z. Now, let S be a stratum and a a point of S. By definition of a stratifica-
tion, there is a neighborhood V of a where all strata except S are of codimension
strictly lower than the codimension of S, thus f is L2loc on V − S. We may assume
that V is compact, then f is L2 on V − Ω for any neighborhood Ω of S. We want
to prove that f is L2 on V that is on V − Z because Z is negligible.
From the hypothesis, after shrinking V , there are local coordinates on V and
integers (n1, . . . , nd) such that:
a) V ∩ S = { (x1, . . . , xp, t1, . . . , td) ∈ V | t = 0 }
b) Z is quasi-conic in (t1, . . . , td) with weights (n1, . . . , nd)
c)M admits a quasi-b-function with weights (n1, . . . , nd) and roots greater than
−
∑
ni, that is there exists a polynomial b whose roots are > −
∑
ni and a differ-
ential operator Q in V η−1DX such that b(η) +Q ∈ I.
We decompose V −Z into a finite number of simply connected quasi-cones such
that on each of them, there is one of the coordinates t1, . . . , td which does not
vanish. Let Γ be one of them and assume that t1 is the non-vanishing coordinate.
Consider coordinates (x, s) defined by t1 = s
n1
1 and ti = sis
ni
1 for i = 2 . . . d.
These coordinates are well defined if we restrict arg t1 to ] − π, π] and arg s1 to
] − π/n1, π/n1]. We have Γ = { (x, s) | (x, s2, . . . , sd) ∈ W, 0 < |s1| ≤ δ,−π/n1 <
arg s1 ≤ π/n1 } for some set W .
In these coordinates, the vector field η is equal to s1Ds1 and Dti = s
−ni
1 Dsi .
The V η-filtration is now defined by s1Ds1 , hence it is the usual V -filtration relative
to {s1 = 0}. The operator Q is in V
η
−1DX hence the ideal I contains an operator
b(s1Ds1) + s1Q(x, s,Dx, s1Ds1 , Ds2 , . . . , Dsd)
that is of a b-function relative to the hypersurface {s1 = 0} whose roots are greater
than −
∑
ni. So, we can apply proposition 2.2.7 and we find that f has the form:
f(x, s) =
N∑
i=1
ni−1∑
j=0
fij(x, s)s
αi
1 log(s1)
j
where the complex numbers αi are roots of b and the functions fij(x, s) are holo-
morphic on W × C.
As V − Z is the finite union of sets like Γ, it is enough to show that f is L2 on
Γ. The functions fij(x, s)s
αi
1 log(s1)
j are linear combinations of the determinations
of the multivalued function f hence if f is L2loc on V − Z, the same is true for
each of them. So we may assume that f is equal to f0(x, s)s
α
1 log(s1)
j with f0(x, s)
holomorphic on a set { (x, s) | (x, s2, . . . , sd) ∈ W, |s1| ≤ δ } and α > −
∑
ni. Now
we have:
‖f‖2L2(Γ) =
∫
Γ
|f(x, t)|2dx ∧ dx ∧ dt ∧ dt
=n21
∫
W×{|s1|<δ}
|f0(x, s)|
2|log(s1)|
2j |s1|
2(α−1+
∑
ni)dx ∧ dx ∧ ds ∧ ds
The function f0(x, s) is L
2 on W × {ε < |s1| < δ} for any ε > 0 and holomorphic
in s1, α +
∑
ni > 0 hence f0(x, s) log(s1)
js
α−1+
∑
ni
1 is L
2 on W × {|s1| < δ}. So
‖f‖L2(Γ) is finite and f is L
2
loc at a which ends the proof. 
Proof of theorem 1.5.9. By the hypothesis, the singular support Z of M is the
complexification of the real variety M ∩Z which is nowhere dense in M . Hence M
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is elliptic on an open dense subset of M and the solution u is analytic on this open
set.
Therefore, u extends to a ramified holomorphic solution f ofM on U −Z where
U is an open subset of X . In the following we may replace X by U and assume
that X = U . As u is a distribution, f has moderate growth on a neighborhood of
M ∩ Z, hence f is a L2loc function according to theorem 1.5.8.
If the given stratification of Z is the complexification of a real stratification, we
may use the same proof than 1.5.8. In the general case, theorem 1.5.9 is the direct
consequence of theorem 1.5.8 and of the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3.2. Let M be a real analytic manifold, X a complexification of M and
∆ a real analytic function on M which extends to a holomorphic function ∆˜ on X.
Let L = ∆−1(0) and Z = ∆˜−1(0).
Let f be a Nilsson class function on X − Z, then f is L2loc on X if and only if
the restriction of f to M extends to a L1loc function on M .
Proof. Let us consider a resolution of singularities of ∆ which extends to a complex
resolution of ∆˜, hence we have a real analytic manifold M˜ , a subvariety L˜ with
normal crossing, a proper analytic map γ : M˜ → M which is an isomorphism
M˜− L˜→M−L and their complexifications X˜, Z˜ and γC with the same properties.
It is proved in [3, Proposition 4.5.3.] that f is L2loc on X if and only if f◦γC is
L2loc on X˜ and the same proof shows that f |M is L
1
loc on M if and only if (f |M )◦γ
is L1loc on M˜ . So, we have to prove the result on M˜ . As the result is local, we may
assume that there are coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) such that L˜ = {x1 . . . xd = 0} and
their complexification (z1, . . . , zn) such that Z˜ = {z1 . . . zd = 0}.
From [2, Proposition 4.4.1.], we know that the function f◦γC is equal to a
finite sum
∑
fα,k(z)z
α(log(z))k with (log(z))k = (log(z1))
k1 . . . (log(zd))
kd and
zα = zα11 . . . z
αd
d . We may assume that fα,k(0) 6= 0 and that the multi-indexes
(α, k) are all different. Then f◦γC is L
2
loc on X˜ if and only if Reαi > −1 for all
α appearing in the sum and all i = 1, . . . , d. But (f |M )◦γ is L1loc on M˜ under the
same condition, which proves the lemma. 
Proposition 1.5.10 is proved in the same way.
3. Semisimple Lie Algebras and symmetric pairs
3.1. Stratification of a semisimple algebra. In this section, we will define the
stratification which will be used to prove that the Hotta-Kashiwara module is tame.
This stratification is well known, see [1] for example.
Let G be a connected complex semisimple algebraic Lie group with Lie algebra
g. The orbits in g are the orbits of the adjoint action of G.
An element x of g is said to be semisimple (resp. nilpotent) if ad(x) is semisimple
(resp ad(x) is nilpotent). Any x ∈ gmay be decomposed in a unique way as x = s+n
where s is semisimple, n is nilpotent and [s, n] = 0 (Jordan decomposition). x is
said to be regular if the dimension of its centralizer gx = { y ∈ g | [x, y] = 0 } is
minimal, that is equal to the rank of g.
As pointed in §1.6, the set grs of semisimple regular elements of g is Zariski
dense and its complementary g′ is defined by a G-invariant polynomial equation
∆(x) = 0. If g is a complexification of a real algebra gR, this equation is real on gR.
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The set N(g) of nilpotent elements of g is a cone. Let O+(g)G be the space of
non constant invariant polynomials on g, then N(g) is equal to:
N(g) = { x ∈ g | ∀P ∈ O+(g)
G P (x) = 0 }.
The set of nilpotent orbits is finite and define a stratification of N [14, Cor 3.7.].
We fix a Cartan subalgebra h of g and denote byW the Weyl groupW (g, h). The
Chevalley theorem shows that O(g)G is equal to C[P1, . . . , Pl] where (P1, . . . , Pl)
are algebraically independent invariant polynomials and l is the rank of g, that the
set of polynomials on h invariant under W is O(h)W = C[p1, . . . , pl] where pj is the
restriction to h of Pj and that the restriction map P 7→ P |h defines an isomorphism
of O(g)G onto O(h)W [29, §4.9.]. The space h/W is thus isomorphic to Cl.
Let Φ = Φ(g, h) be the root system associated to h. For each α ∈ Φ we denote
by gα the root subspace corresponding to α and by hα the subset [gα, g−α] of h
(they are all 1-dimensional).
Let F be the set of the subsets P of Φ which are closed and symmetric that is
such that (P +P )∩Φ ⊂ P and P = −P . For each P ∈ F we define hP =
∑
α∈P hα,
gP =
∑
α∈P gα, h
⊥
P = {H ∈ h | α(H) = 0 if α ∈ P } and (h
⊥
P )
′ = {H ∈ h | α(H) =
0 if α ∈ P, α(H) 6= 0 if α /∈ P }.
The following results are well-known (see [4, Ch VIII, §3]):
a) qP = hP + gP is a semisimple Lie subalgebra of g stable under adh and h
⊥
P is
an orthocomplement of hP for the Killing form, hP is a Cartan subalgebra of qP .
The Weyl group WP of (qP , hP ) is identified to the subgroup W
′ of W of elements
whose restriction to h⊥P is the identity [29, theorem 4.15.17].
b) h + gP is a reductive Lie subalgebra of g stable under ad h. For any s ∈ h⊥P ,
h+ gP ⊂ gs and (h⊥P )
′ = { s ∈ h⊥P | g
s = h+ gP }.
c) Conversely, if s ∈ h, there exists a subset P of Φ which is closed and symmetric
such that gs = h+ gP . P is unique up to a conjugation by W .
To each P ∈ F and each nilpotent orbit O of qP we associate a conic subset of
g
(3.1.1) S(P,O) =
⋃
x∈(h⊥
P
)′
G.(x +O)
where G.(x+O) is the union of orbits of points x+O.
Proposition 3.1.1. The sets S(P,O) define a finite stratification Σg of g.
This proposition is a special case of proposition 3.2.1 and we refer to it for the
proof. Let us describe some of the strata:
• If P = ∅, there is one associated stratum which is the set grs of all regular
semisimple points of g.
• If P = {−α, α}, qP is isomorphic to sl2 and if O is the non-zero orbit of qP ,
S(P,O) is exactly the stratum of codimension 1 which is the smooth part of
g′ the hypersurface of equation ∆(x) = 0 (cf. §1.6).
• IfP = Φ, qP = g and the strata S(P,O) are the nilpotent orbits of g.
3.2. Stratification of a symmetric pair. Let (g, k) be a symmetric pair with
g = k ⊕ p. A Cartan subspace a of p is a maximal abelian subspace of p con-
sisting of semisimple elements. Its dimension coincide with the rank l of p. If
W = NK(a)/ZK(a) is the associated Weyl group, the Chevalley restriction theo-
rem gives an isomorphism O(p)K ≃ O(a)W and O(p)K is equal to C[P1, . . . , Pl]
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where (P1, . . . , Pl) are algebraically independent invariant polynomials. We denote
by V the vector space V = Spec(O(p)K) ≃ Spec(C[P1, . . . , Pl]), by ̟ : p → V the
projection and by ̟0 : a→ V its restriction.
For α ∈ a∗, we set gα = { x ∈ g | ∀h ∈ a, [h, x] = α(h)x }. The restricted root
space Φ = Φ(g, a) is the set of α ∈ a∗ such that gα 6= 0. The dimension of gα is not
necessarily 1 as in the diagonal case but we have the following results [26]:
a)The Cartan subspaces of p are all conjugated byK and any semisimple element
of p belongs to one of them.
b)Let m = Zk(a) be the centralizer of a in k, then:
g = m⊕ a⊕
⊕
α∈Φ
gα
c)Let g[α] = gα ⊕ g−α, then dim gα = dim g[α] ∩ p = dim g[α] ∩ k and, if Φ
+is the
set of positive roots for some total order on a∗, we have:
p = a⊕
⊕
α∈Φ+
g[α] ∩ p
Let P ∈ Φ be symmetric and closed. Define gP =
∑
α∈P gα, aP = [gP , gP ] ∩ a,
pP = gP ∩ p =
∑
α∈Φ+∩P (g[α] ∩ p), a
⊥
P = { h ∈ a | ∀α ∈ P, α(h) = 0 } and
(a⊥P )
′ = { h ∈ a⊥P | ∀α /∈ P, α(h) 6= 0 }.
Let s ∈ (a⊥P )
′, then gs = m⊕ a ⊕ gP and ps = a ⊕ pP . Conversely, let s ∈ a be
semisimple and define P = {α ∈ Φ | α(s) = 0 }. Then P is closed and symmetric
and gs = m⊕ a⊕ gP , ps = a⊕ pP .
The decomposition gs = ks ⊕ ps defines a symmetric pair with the same rank
and the group acting on ps is Ks.
To each P ⊂ Φ closed and symmetric and to each nilpotent orbit O of a ⊕ pP ,
we associate a conic subset of p:
(3.2.1) S(P,O) =
⋃
x∈(a⊥
P
)′
K.(x+O)
Proposition 3.2.1. The sets S(P,O) define a finite stratification Σp of p, that is:
(i) Each stratum S(P,O) is a smooth locally closed subvariety of p.
(ii) The number of strata is finite.
(iii) The union of all strata is equal to p.
(iv) The strata are mutually disjointed.
(v) If S1 and S2 are two strata such that S1 ∩ S2 6= ∅ then S1 ⊂ S2.
Remark 3.2.2. If g is a reductive Lie algebra which is not semisimple, let c be the
center of g and set g˜ = [g, g], p˜ = p∩ g˜, k˜ = k∩ g˜, a˜ = a∩ p˜ and cp = p∩c. Then (g˜, k˜)
is a symmetric pair with g˜ semisimple and g˜ = k˜⊕ p˜. We have g = c⊕ g˜, p = cp⊕ p˜
and a = cp ⊕ a˜. Moreover Φ(g, a) = Φ(g˜, a˜) and a set S(P,O) in p is exactly the
direct sum of cp and of the corresponding set S(P,O) in p˜. The stratification of p is
thus the direct sum of cp and of the stratification of p˜.
Let s ∈ p be semisimple. The previous remark apply to ps:
Set g˜s = [g
s, gs], p˜s = p
s ∩ g˜, k˜s = ks ∩ g˜. Then (g˜s, k˜s) is a symmetric pair with
g˜s semisimple and g˜s = k˜s ⊕ p˜s. If cs is the center of gs, ps = (ps ∩ cs)⊕ p˜s [24].
Remark also that N(ps) = N(p) ∩ ps and a ∈ ps is semisimple in gs if and only
if a is semisimple in g.
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Lemma 3.2.3. (i)There is a neighborhood Ω of s and an open embedding ̺ : Ω→
̺(Ω) ⊂ Ks × ps such that the intersection of a K-orbit in p with Ω is equal to
̺−1((Ks× U) ∩ ̺(Ω)) where U is a Ks-orbit in ps.
(ii)If x ∈ ps ∩Ω, K.x ∩ ps ∩Ω is equal to Ks.x ∩ Ω
This lemma is an easy consequence of prop. 3.4.5 and its proof is postponed to
section 3.4.
Proof of proposition 3.2.1. (i) The set (a⊥P )
′ is transversal to the K-orbits of p,
hence each set S(P,O) is a smooth locally closed subvariety of p.
(ii) As the set of subsets P and the set of nilpotent orbits of each ps are both
finite, there is also a finite number of sets S(P,O).
(iii) If x ∈ p and x = s + n is the Jordan decomposition, the semisimple part
s belongs to a Cartan subspace of p. As they are all conjugated we may assume
s ∈ a. As remarked befoer, there is some P such that ps = a + pP . Then n ∈ pP
and if O is its Ks-orbit, x ∈ S(P,O). So p is the union of all S(P,O).
(iv) Let S1 = S(P1,O1) and S2 = S(P2,O2). If they are not disjointed, there
exist k1 ∈ K, k2 ∈ K, x1 ∈ (a⊥P1)
′, x2 ∈ (a⊥P2)
′, n1 ∈ O1 and n2 ∈ O2 such
that k1.(x1 + n1) = k2.(x2 + n2). Remark that for i = 1, 2, xi is semisimple, ni
is nilpotent and [xi, ni] = 0. By unicity of the Jordan decomposition this implies
k1.x1 = k2.x2 and k1.n1 = k2.n2 hence k = k
−1
2 k1 is in the normalizer of a in K.
Then P1 = k.P2 and O1 = k.O2. As S(P,O) = S(k.P,k.O), we can conclude that
S1 = S2.
(v) Let S1 = S(P1,O1) and S2 = S(P2,O2) be two distinct strata such that S1∩S2 6=
∅. Let x ∈ S1 ∩ S2. By definition of S1, x = k(s + n) with k ∈ K, s ∈ (a⊥P1)
′ and
n ∈ O1. We may replace x by s+ n and assume s+ n ∈ S1 ∩ S2.
The projection ̟0 : a→ V is closed and the set a⊥P2 is closed, hence ̟
−1̟0(a
⊥
P2
)
is a closed subset of p. If x2 = k2(s2 + n2) ∈ S2, ̟(x2) = ̟(k2s2) = ̟0(s2) [15,
Lemma 12] hence ̟−1̟0(a
⊥
P2
) contains S2 and thus its closure S2. Therefore
s ∈ ̟−1̟0(a⊥P2) ∩ a = ̟
−1
0 ̟0(a
⊥
P2
). By definition of ̟0, this means that there
exists σ ∈W such that sσ ∈ a⊥P2 . We may replace x by x
σ, P1 by P1
σ and assume
that s ∈ a⊥P2 . So we have s ∈ (a
⊥
P1
)′ and s ∈ a⊥P2 , hence by definition of (a
⊥
P1
)′ we
have P2 ⊂ P1. This shows in particular that (a⊥P1)
′ ⊂ a⊥P2 and pP2 ⊂ pP1 .
Now we apply lemma 3.2.3. As S1 and S2 are both union of K-orbits, they are
locally (i.e. in Ω) the product of K.s by their intersection with ps. So S2 ∩ p
s =
S2 ∩ ps and to prove that S1 ⊂ S2 it suffices to prove that S1 ∩ ps ⊂ S2 ∩ ps.
Now O1 is a subset of p
s by definition while pP2 ⊂ pP1 implies that O2 is also a
subset of ps. Thus lemma 3.2.3(ii) shows that for i = 1, 2 Si∩ps = Ks.((a⊥Pi)
′⊕Oi).
So we may now replace p by ps that is assume that P1 = Φ.
By remark 3.2.2, we may assume that p is reduced, and in this case with P1 = Φ,
S1 is a nilpotent orbit of p. As S2 is invariant under the action of K, if a point of
S1 is in S2 then S1 ⊂ S2.
This proof is valid only in the neighborhood Ω of s. If x = s + n is a point of
S1 ∩ S2 but not in Ω, as the set of nilpotent points of p˜ is a cone, there is some
k0 ∈ Ks such that k0.(s + n) = s + k0.n is in Ω and this point is in S1 ∩ S2. So
k−10 Ω is a neighborhood of x such that S1 ∩ k
−1
0 Ω ⊂ S2.
This shows that S1 ∩S2 is an open subset of S1, as it is also a closed subset and
S1 is connected, we have S1 ∩ S2 = ∅ or S1 ⊂ S2. 
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3.3. Fourier transform. We recall here a few things about the Fourier transform
of D-modules after [7]. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over V and D[V ]
the sheaf of algebraic differential operators on V . Then
Γ(V,D[V ]) = C[V ]⊗C C[V
∗] = S(V ∗)⊗C S(V )
where C[V ] = S(V ∗) is the ring of polynomials on V and C[V ∗] = S(V ) is identified
to the ring of constant coefficient operators on V . In this way Γ(V,D[V ]) is the C-
algebra generated by V ⊕ V ∗ with the relations [v, w] = [v∗, w∗] = 0 and [v, v∗] =
−<v, v∗> for v, w in V and v∗, w∗ in V ∗.
The Fourier transform is the isomorphism Γ(V,D[V ])→ Γ(V
∗,D[V ∗]) generated
by the map V ⊕ V ∗ → V ∗ ⊕ V , (v, v∗) 7→ (v∗,−v). We denote by P̂ the image of
P ∈ Γ(V,D[V ]) under this isomorphism.
The category of coherent D[V ]-modules is equivalent to that of finitely generated
Γ(V,D[V ])-modules, hence this define the Fourier transform as a functor from the
category of coherent D[V ]-modules onto the category of coherent D[V ∗]-modules. If
I is an ideal of D[V ] generated by operators P1, . . . , PN of Γ(V,D[V ]), the Fourier
transform Î is generated by P̂1, . . . , P̂N and the Fourier transform of M = D[V ]/I
is M̂ = D[V ∗]/Î. It is known that M̂ is holonomic if and only if M is holonomic
and the Fourier transform of M̂ is a∗M with a : V → V given by a(v) = −v.
If we choose linear coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) of V and dual coordinates (ξ1, . . . , ξn)
of V ∗, the Fourier transform is given by xi 7→ Dξi and Dxi 7→ −ξi. If θ =
∑
xiDxi
is the Euler vector field of V and θ∗ =
∑
ξiDξi is the Euler vector field of V
∗, we
have θ̂ = −θ∗ − n.
More generally, if u =
∑
uijxiDxj , then û = −
∑
uijDξiξj = −
∑
uijξjDξi −∑
uii. So, if v : V → V is a linear morphism, it defines a section V → TV = V ×V
by x 7→ (x, v(x)), that is a vector field u on V and if the trace of v is 0, û is the
vector field associated to the transpose tu : V ∗ → V ∗.
A D[V ]-module M is homogeneous or monodromic if it admits a monodromic
b-function at {0}, that is if for any section u ofM, there exists a polynomial b such
that b(θ)u = 0.
Proposition 3.3.1. LetM = D[V ]/I be a monodromic D[V ]-module, M̂ = D[V ∗]/Î
its Fourier transform , u the canonical generator of M and û the canonical gener-
ator of M̂.
1)M̂ is monodromic and if b is the b-function of u then b(−θ∗ − n) is the b-
function of û.
2) Let x0 ∈ V and b a polynomial such that x0 is not in the support of b(θ)u,
then the characteristic variety of D[V ∗]b(−θ
∗ − n)û does not meet V × {x0}.
Proof. The characteristic variety of M is a subset of T ∗V ≃ V × V ∗ and the
characteristic variety of M̂ is a subset of T ∗V ∗ ≃ V ∗×V . If x0 is not in the support
of b(θ)u, there exists a function a(x) such that a(x0) 6= 0 and a(x)b(θ)u = 0. AsM
is monodromic, its support is conic and we may assume that a is a homogeneous
function of x. Then a(Dξ)b(−θ∗ − n)û = 0 which shows the proposition. 
Assume now that we are given a symmetric pair (g, k) and that V = p. The
bilinear form κ defines an isomorphism p ≃ p∗ which exchanges the morphism
ada : p → p and its adjoint for any a ∈ k. With this identification, the Fourier
transform is an isomorphism of Γ(p,D[p]) onto itself. If a ∈ k, then τ(a) is the
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vector field on p defined by the linear morphism ada whose trace is null hence by
what we said, its Fourier transform is −τ(a). On the other hand, the isomorphism
p ≃ p∗ extends to a K-isomorphism S(p) ≃ S(p∗) hence defines an isomorphism
κ˜ : S(p)K ≃ S(p∗)K . We get:
Proposition 3.3.2. Let F be a finite codimensional ideal of S(p)K , then κ˜(F ) is
a finite codimensional ideal of S(p∗)K = C[p]K .
Let M[F ] be the quotient of D[p] by the ideal generated by τ(k) and F . Its Fourier
transform is the quotient of D[p] by the ideal generated by τ(k) and κ˜(F ) ⊂ C[p]
K .
Let us denote by M̂[F ] the Fourier transform of M[F ]. The Dp-module MF is
by definition Dp⊗D[p] M[F ] and we will denote by M̂F the module Dp⊗D[p] M̂[F ].
We will call this module the Fourier transform of MF .
3.4. Proof of main theorems. Consider a symmetric pair (g, k) with g = k⊕ p, g
semi-simple, and a nilpotent point x ∈ p. Let O be the orbit of x under the action
of K. As in section 1.7, we consider a normal sl2-triple (h, x, y) which defines a
basis (y1, . . . , yr) of p
y such that [h, yi] = −λiyi. The number λp(x) is by definition∑r
i=1(λi + 2)− dim p and we have p = [x, k]⊕ p
y.
Lemma 3.4.1. There are local coordinates (z1, . . . , zn−r, t1, . . . , tr) of p near x
such that:
(i) O = { (z, t) | t = 0 }
(ii) The vector fields Dz1 , . . . , Dzn−r are in the ideal of Dp generated by τ(k).
(iii) The vector field
ηO =
r∑
i=1
(
λi
2
+ 1)tiDti
is definite positive with respect to O and its trace is equal to (λp(x) + dim p)/2.
(iv) The Euler vector field θ of p is equal to
θ = ηO +
1
2
Dzn−r
Proof. Let x ∈ O and (h, x, y) a normal sl2-triple. Let V be a linear subspace of k
such that k = V ⊕ kx and h is in V . Let b1, . . . , bn−r be a basis of V with bn−r = h.
The map F : Cn−r × Cr → p given by
F (z1, . . . , zn−r, t1, . . . , tr) = exp(z1b1) . . . exp(zn−rbn−r).(x+
∑
tiyi)
is a local isomorphism hence defines local coordinates of p. In these coordinates,
O is { (z, t) | t = 0 } and the vector fields Dz1 , . . . , Dzn−r are in the ideal of Dp
generated by τ(k) [28, lemma 3.7.].
The numbers λi are nonnegative integers hence ηO is definite positive with re-
spect to O and its trace is equal to (λp(x) + dim p)/2 by definition of λp(x).
By definition, the Euler vector field θ of p acts as θ(f)(u) = ddsf(e
su)|s=0 in
linear coordinates u of p, hence in coordinates (z, t):
θ(f)(z, t) =
d
ds
f(F−1(esF (z, t)))|s=0
We have [h, x] = 2x and [h, yi] = −λiyi hence
exp(sh).(x +
∑
tiyi) = e
2sx+
∑
e−λistiyi
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therefore, as bn−r = h this gives:
F (z1, . . . , zn−r−1, zn−r + s/2, e
s(λ1/2+1)t1, . . . , e
s(λr/2+1)tr) = e
sF (z, t)
and thus
θ =
r∑
i=1
(
λi
2
+ 1)tiDti +
1
2
Dzn−r

Let F be a finite codimensional ideal of S(p)K and assume that F is graduate.
Let M̂F be the Fourier transform of the moduleMF . By proposition 3.3.2, it is the
quotient of Dp by the ideal generated by τ(k) and by κ˜(F ). As κ˜(F ) is graduate
and of finite codimension it contains a power of O+[p]K = S+(p∗)K and M̂F is
supported by N(p).
Define λ˜p as the minimum of λp(x) over all nilpotents x ∈ p.
Proposition 3.4.2. The b-function of M̂F at {0} is monodromic and its roots are
lower or equal to −(λ˜p + dim p)/2.
Proof. The module M̂F is supported by N(p) which is a finite union of nilpotent
orbits [15]. By descending induction on the dimension of these orbits, we have to
prove that if v is a section of M̂F supported by a nilpotent orbit O in a neighbor-
hood of a point x of this orbit, then there is a polynomial bx with roots lower or
equal to −(λ˜p + dim p)/2 such that bx(θ).v vanishes on a neighborhood of x hence
on a neighborhood of the orbit of x.
So let v be a section of M̂F supported by O in a neighborhood of x. By lemma
3.4.1 there are local coordinates (x, t) near x such that O = { (x, t) | t = 0 } and
θ.v = η.v with η =
∑s
i=1(
λi
2 + 1)tiDti . By corollary 2.1.3, there is a polynomial
bx with roots lower or equal to −Tr(η) = −(λp(x) + dim p)/2 such that bx(η).v =
bx(θ).v vanishes on a neighborhood of x. 
In the diagonal case, we get:
Corollary 3.4.3. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra and F be a graduate and finite
codimensional ideal of S(g)G.
The roots of the b-function of M̂F at {0} are lower or equal to −(rank g +
dim g)/2 and the roots of the b-function of MF at {0} are greater or equal to
(rank g− dim g)/2.
Proof. In the case of a semisimple Lie group G acting on its Lie algebra g we have
dim g =
∑r
i=1(λi + 1) where r is the codimension of the orbit of x [30, Ch 5.6.]
hence, by definition, λp(x) = r . The minimum of λp(x) is thus the rank of g. The
result on M̂F gives the corresponding result on MF by proposition 3.3.1. 
In the diagonal case, the numbers λp (defined in section 1.7) and λ˜p are equal.
In the general case, we will use the fact that a non distinguished nilpotent point
commutes with semisimple points to get a better result than proposition 3.4.2. Be-
fore doing this we have to study the moduleMF in a neighborhood of a semisimple
point.
The main property of MF is to be constant along the orbits of K but also on
the center of g. Let us recall that if X is a complex manifold equal to a product
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X = Y × Z and N is a coherent DZ-module, the external product of OY by N is
by definition the coherent DX -module
OY ⊗̂N = DX ⊗(q−1DY ⊗C p−1DZ) (q
−1OY ⊗C p
−1N )
where p : Y ×Z → Z and q : Y ×Z → Y are the canonical projections. Remark that
OY ⊗̂N is equal to the inverse image p∗N . We say that a DX -module is constant
along Y if it is isomorphic to a module of this form.
We assume now that g is reductive. Let c be the center of g and set g˜ = [g, g],
p˜ = p ∩ g˜, k˜ = k ∩ g˜ and cp = p ∩ c. Then (g˜, k˜) is a symmetric pair with g˜
semisimple and g˜ = k˜ ⊕ p˜. We have g = c ⊕ g˜, p = cp ⊕ p˜ and this decomposition
is compatible with the stratifications of p and p˜ defined in §3.2. The action of K
on cp being trivial, S(p)
K = S(cp) ⊗ S(p˜)
K . This defines a graduate morphism
δc : S(p)
K → S(p˜)K by restriction and, δc being surjective, Fc = δc(F ) is an ideal
of finite codimension of S(p˜)K . Let MFc = Dp˜/Ic where Ic is the ideal of Dp˜
generated by τp˜(k) and Fc. We proved in [19, lemma 2.2.3.] thatMF is isomorphic
to Op0⊗̂(MF )p˜ and that (MF )p˜ (the inverse image ofMF on p˜) is a quotient of a
power of MFc . Concerning the b-functions we have:
Lemma 3.4.4. Let Σ be a submanifold of p˜ and η be a vector field definite positive
with respect to Σ. Let b be a b(η)-function for MFc along Σ.
1) b is a b(η)-function for MF .
2) Let θ0 be the Euler vector field of cp. There exists some N ∈ N such that
b(T )b(T − 1) . . . b(T −N) is a b(η + θ0)-function for MF .
Proof. Assume that p = p0 ⊕ p1, the action of K on p0 being trivial and denote
by δ1 : S(p)
K → S(p1)
K the restriction morphism, F1 = δ1(F ), I1 and MF1 the
corresponding modules. We will prove the lemma in this more general situation.
We may assume that p0 = C and choose linear coordinates (x, t) of p such that
p0 = { (x, t) ∈ p | x = 0 }. Then we identify Dp1 to the subsheaf of Dp of differential
operators independent of (t,Dt) and τp1(k) corresponds to τp(k). As F1 is identified
to a subset of F , I1 is a subsheaf of I. For this immersion, the V ηDp1 -filtration is
compatible with both the V ηDp and the V η+θ0Dp-filtrations.
If b is a b(η)-function forMF1 , this means that I1 contains an operator b(η)+Q
with Q ∈ V η−1Dp1 , this gives immediately a b(η)-function for MF .
The action of K is trivial on p0 hence S(p)
K contains S(p0). As F is finite
codimensional in S(p)K it contains a polynomial in the dual variable of t that is a
polynomial in the differential operator Dt.
Denote θ0 = tDt the Euler vector field of p0. Let A(Dt) = D
N
t + a1D
N−1
t +
· · ·+ aN be the polynomial in F hence tNA(Dt) is in F and tNA(Dt) = tNDNt +
tR(t, tDt) = θ0(θ0 − 1) . . . (θ0 − N + 1) + tR(t, tDt). We have b(η + θ0) = b(η) +
g(η, θ0)θ0, hence
b(η + θ0)b(η + θ0 − 1) . . . b(η + θ0 −N + 1) =
cN (η, θ0)b(η) + gN(η, θ0)θ0(θ0 − 1) . . . (θ0 −N + 1)
This means that b(η+ θ0)b(η+ θ0 − 1) . . . b(η+ θ0−N +1) is in the graduate of
I for the V η+θ0-filtration and shows the second part of the lemma. 
In the next proposition, we assume again that g is semisimple.
Let s be a non-zero semisimple element of p. Then p = ps⊕ [k, s] and gs = ks⊕ps
defines a symmetric pair. Set g˜ = [gs, gs], p˜ = ps ∩ g˜, k˜ = ks ∩ g˜. Then (g˜, k˜)
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is a symmetric pair with g˜ semisimple and g˜ = k˜ ⊕ p˜. If c is the center of gs,
ps = p˜⊕ (ps ∩ c).
Let a be a Cartan subspace of p containing s, Φ = Φ(g, a) the root space,
P = {α ∈ Φ | α(s) = 0 }. Then ps = a⊕ pP , a = aP ⊕ a⊥P and the stratum of s is
S(P,{0}) =
⋃
x∈(a⊥
P
)′
K.x = K.(a⊥P )
′
Proposition 3.4.5. There are local coordinates (x1, . . . , xl, y1, . . . , yp, t1, . . . , tq) of
p such that:
(i) ps = { (x, y, t) | x = 0 }, p˜s = { (x, y, t) | x = 0, y = 0 }, s = (0, y0, 0) with
y0 6= 0.
(ii)If z is a point of p close to s whose semisimple part is s, the stratum of z is
equal in a neighborhood of s to the set S(P,O) = { (x, y, t) | t ∈ O } where O is the
orbit of the nilpotent part of z in p˜s. The stratum of s is S(P,{0}) = { (x, y, t) | t =
0 }.
(iii) The vector fields Dx1 , . . . , Dxl are in the ideal of Dp generated by τ(k).
(iv) The Euler vector field θ of p is equal to
θ =
p∑
i=1
yiDyi +
q∑
j=1
tjDtj
Proof. Let V be a subspace of k such that k = V ⊕ ks. Let (u1, . . . , ul) be a basis
of V , (v1, . . . , vp) be a basis of a
⊥
P , (w1, . . . , wq) be a basis of p˜s. Let y0 6= 0 be the
coordinate of s in the basis v. We have p = [k, s]⊕ a⊥P ⊕ p˜s hence the map:
F (x, y, t) = exp(x1u1) . . . exp(xlul).(
∑
yivi +
∑
tjwj)
defines an isomorphism from a neighborhood of (0, y0, 0) to a neighborhood of s in
p hence defines local coordinates of p. These coordinates satisfy the condition (i)
by definition. As k = V ⊕ ks, in a neighborhood of s the orbits of K are of the form
{ (x, y, t) | y = c, t ∈ Ksd } for some c ∈ a⊥P and d ∈ p˜s which shows (ii).Next, (iii)
is satisfied from [28, lemma 3.7.].
Let us calculate the Euler vector field θ of p in these coordinates. By definition,
θ acts as θ(f)(z) = ddαf(e
αz)|α=0 in linear coordinates z of p, hence in coordinates
(x, y, t):
θ(f)(x, y, t) =
d
dα
f(F−1(eαF (x, y, t)))|α=0
TheK-action commutes with scalar multiplication hence eαF (x, y, t) = F (x, eαy, eαt)
and thus θ =
∑p
i=1 yiDyi +
∑q
j=1 tjDtj . 
Let δs be the restriction map S(p)
K → S(ps)K
s
which is graduate. If F is an
ideal of finite codimension of S(p)K , the set of points of p∗ defined by F is a finite
union of orbits of p∗ hence its intersection with (ps)∗ is also a finite union of orbits
hence δs(F ) is an ideal of finite codimension of S(p
s)K
s
. Let Is be the left ideal of
Dps generated by δs(F ) and τ(ks) and Ms = Dps/Is. In a neighborhood of s we
identify p to the product of the orbit K.s by ps, then we have:
Proposition 3.4.6. In a neighborhood of s, the module MF is isomorphic to
OKs⊗̂N where N is a quotient of Ms.
Let Σ0 be a stratum of p
s and η be a vector field on ps which is definite positive
with respect to Σ0. Let b be a polynomial which is a b(η)-function for Ms. Then
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Σ = K.s × Σ0 is a stratum of p in a neighborhood of s, η is definite positive with
respect to Σ and b is a b(η)-function for MF .
Proof. We use the local coordinates (x, y, t) of lemma 3.4.5. By (iii) of this lemma,
the vector fields Dx1 , . . . , Dxl are in the ideal IF hence MF is isomorphic to
OKs⊗̂N for some coherent Dps-module N = Dps/J .
Let a ∈ ks, f ∈ S(p∗), fs the restriction of f to ps and τps(a) the vector field
associated to a by the action of Ks on ps. By definition, if u ∈ ps:
(τps(a)fs)(u) =
d
ds
f (exp(−ta).u) |s=0
is equal to the restriction of τp(a)f to p
s hence τp(a) = τps(a) + w where w is a
vector field on p vanishing on ps. As the ideal IF contains Dx1 , . . . , Dxl and τp(a)
it contains τps(a). This means that J contains τps(ks).
On the other hand, let P ∈ F , as the coordinates (y, t) are linear coordinates of
ps, the value of P on a function of t is the restriction of P to S(ps)K
s
. Hence J
contains δs(F ) and N is a quotient of Ms.
The second part of the proposition is clear for OKs⊗̂Ms hence for M. 
Recall that λp is the minimum of λp(x) for all distinguished nilpotents x and if
s is a semisimple element of p, λps is defined in the same way with p
s = { x ∈ p |
[x, s] = 0 }. We defined also µp as the minimum over all semisimple elements s ∈ p
of (λps − dim0 ps)/2.
Proposition 3.4.7. The roots of the b-function of M̂F at {0} are lower or equal
to −µp − dim p and the roots of the b-function of MF at {0} are greater or equal
to µp.
Proof. We will prove the proposition by induction, assuming that the result has
been proved for all the symmetric sub-pairs of (g, k). We keep the notations of the
proof of proposition 3.4.2 and make the same proof except for non distinguished
nilpotent points.
Let u be the canonical generator of MF and v be the canonical generator of
M̂F . Let b0 be a polynomial such that b0(θ∗)v is supported by a nilpotent orbit O
in a neighborhood of one of its points x. We assume that the roots of b0 are lower
or equal to −µp−dim p and that x is not distinguished (otherwise we use the proof
of 3.4.2).
By definition of non distinguished points, there exists some s ∈ p which is
semisimple and such that [x, s] = 0. Then by proposition 3.4.6 and the induc-
tion hypothesis, there is a polynomial b1 with roots greater or equal to µp such
that b1(θ)u vanishes at s. Remark that all semisimple points of p˜ are semisimple
in p hence µp˜ ≥ µp.
Proposition 3.3.1 shows that the characteristic variety of the module generated
by b1(−θ∗ − dim p)v does not contain the point (x, s). The module generated by
b0(−θ∗ − dim p)b1(−θ∗ − dim p)v is supported by O and x is a smooth point of O,
hence if x is in the support of the module, the conormal bundle toO at x is contained
in the characteristic variety. But (x, s) is a point of this conormal bundle which
does not belong to the characteristic variety, hence b0(−θ∗−dim p)b1(−θ∗−dim p)v
vanishes at x. 
Now, we do not assume any more that F is graduate, then
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Corollary 3.4.8. The roots of the b-function of MF at {0} are greater or equal to
µp.
Proof. Let F ′ be the graduate of F , then by proposition 3.4.7, we have an equality
b(θ) =
∑
Ai(x,Dx)ui(x,Dx) + Bj(x,Dx)Qj(Dx) where Ai and Bj are differential
operators of Dp, ui are vector fields of τ(k) and Qj ∈ F ′.
We have [θ, u] = 0 for any u in τ(k) hence u is of degree 0 for the graduation asso-
ciated to the V -filtration along {0}. On the other hand, if Q ∈ F ′ is homogeneous
of degree k as a polynomial, we have [Q(Dx), θ] = kQ(Dx) that is Q is of degree
k for the V -filtration. Decomposing Ai and Bj in homogeneous parts, we may
rewrite b(θ) =
∑
A˜i(x,Dx)ui(x,Dx) + B˜j(x,Dx)Qj(Dx) with A˜i(x,Dx)ui(x,Dx)
and B˜j(x,Dx)Qj(Dx) homogeneous of degree 0 for the V -filtration.
Now if Qj ∈ F ′, there exists Pj ∈ F such that Pj = Qj +Rj with Rj of degree
lower than the degree of Qj hence
b(θ) +
∑
B˜j(x,Dx)Rj(Dx) =
∑
A˜i(x,Dx)ui(x,Dx) + B˜j(x,Dx)Pj(Dx)
which means that b(θ) +
∑
B˜j(x,Dx)Rj(Dx) is a b-function. 
Let b be the b-function of MF at {0} and for each nilpotent orbit O of p let ηO
defined by lemma 3.4.1.
Proposition 3.4.9. For each nilpotent orbit O of p, b(ηO) is a quasi-b-function
for MF . If F is a graded ideal, this quasi-b-function is monodromic.
Proof. By the hypothesis, b is the b-function of MF at {0} hence the ideal IF
contains an equation b(θ)+R where R is a differential operator of order −1 for the
V -filtration at {0}. By lemma 3.4.1 ηO = θ in IF , hence b(ηO) + R is also in IF .
For simplicity, we will write η for ηO in this proof.
As R is of order −1 for the V -filtration, we can write it as a series R =
∑
k≤−1 Rk
with [Rk, θ] = kRk. Let Rk(x, t,Dx, Dt) = R
0
k(x, t,Dt) +
∑
Rik(x, t,Dx, Dt)Dxi ,
we have [Rk, θ] = [R
0
k, θ] modulo Dx hence [R
0
k, θ] = kR
0
k. As Dx1 , . . . , Dxn−r are
in the ideal IF by lemma 3.4.1, we may replace R by
∑
k≤−1 R
0
k and assume from
now on that R is independent of Dx.
We decompose now each Rk as a series Rk(x, t,Dt) =
∑
j Rkj(x, t,Dt) where
each Rkj is homogeneous of degree j for η, that is [Rkj , η] = jRkj . By uniqueness
of the decomposition, we have [Rkj , θ] = kRkj hence [Rkj , Dxn−r ] = 2(k − j)Rkj ,
that is Rkj = R
1
kj(x
′, t,Dt)e
2(j−k)xn−r with x′ = (x1, . . . , xn−r−1). Finally R is
equal to a convergent series:
R(x, t,Dt) =
∑
k≤−1,j≤j0
Rkj(x
′, t,Dt)e
2(j−k)xn−r
where Rkj is homogeneous of degree j for η. The ideal IF contains the operators
Dxi for i = 1, . . . , n − r hence is generated by these Dxi and by a finite number
Q1(t,Dt), . . . , QN (t,Dt) of differential operators independent of (x,Dx) and thus
we have:
b(η) +R(x, t,Dt) =
N∑
i=1
Ai(x, t,Dt)Qi(t,Dt)
Therefore, the operator b(η) + R(0, xn−r, t,Dt) obtained by making x
′ = 0 is still
in IF . In the same way, the operator obtained by integration on the path xn−r ∈
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[0, 2iπ] is still in IF . But
∫
[0,2ipi]
e2(j−k)udu = 2iπ if j = k and 0 otherwise, hence
the operator
b(η) +
∑
k≤−1
Rkk(0, t,Dt)
is an operator of IF . By construction,
∑
k≤−1 Rkk(0, t,Dt) is a differential operator
of order −1 for the V η-filtration, hence b(η) +
∑
k≤−1 Rkk(0, t,Dt) is a quasi-b-
function.
If F is a graded ideal, we have R = 0 from corollary 3.4.2 hence b(η) is a
monodromic quasi-b-function. 
Proof of theorem 1.7.2. We defined in §3.2 a finite stratification of p. We will define
a vector field ηΣ definite positive with respect to Σ with trace equal to tΣ and show
that MF admits a b(ηΣ)-function whose roots are greater or equal to µΣ.
Assume first that the theorem has been proved when g is semi-simple. If g is not
semi-simple, we set as in remark 3.2.2 g˜ = [g, g], p˜ = p ∩ g˜, k˜ = k ∩ g˜ and cp = p ∩ c
where c is the center of g. The strata of p are equal to the direct sum of cp and the
strata of p˜. Let Σ be a stratum of p˜, we associate to cp ⊕ Σ the same vector field
ηΣ and lemma 3.4.4 gives the result.
So, we may assume now that g is semisimple, take x ∈ p, and prove the result
for the stratum Σ of x. Take first x = 0. Then Σ = {0}, ηΣ = θ the Euler vector
field of p with trace dim p and corollary 3.4.8 shows that MF admits a b-function
b0 whose roots are greater or equal to µp.
Assume now that x is a nilpotent point of p. Then Σ is the orbit of x, ηΣ is the
vector field defined by lemma 3.4.1 whose trace is tΣ and proposition 3.4.9 shows
that b0 is a b(ηΣ)-function for MF .
Consider now a non-nilpotent point x with Jordan decomposition x = s+n. We
may assume by induction on the dimension of p that the theorem has been proved
for the pair gs = ks ⊕ ps. As in the proof of lemma 3.2.1, we may assume that x is
arbitrarily close to s. Then the result follow from proposition 3.4.6.
To end the proof of the theorem, we remark that if F is graduate, all b-functions
are monodromic, this shows that the singular support p − prs of MF is conic
relatively to all vector fields ηΣ by remark 1.5.3. As they do not depend on F the
result is still true if F is not graduate. 
The other results of sections 1.6 and 1.7 are direct consequences of theorem 1.7.2:
Proof of corollary 1.7.5. Theorem 1.7.2 shows that MF is conic-tame if for any
stratum Σ we have µΣ + tΣ > 0, that is for x = s + n ∈ Σ if µps + (λps(n) +
dim0 p
s)/2 > 0. If λp(x) > 0 for any x, this is true by definition of µps . 
Proof of corollary 1.7.4. Consider now a nilpotent point x of p, O its orbit. If T ∗p
is identified to p× p, the conormal bundle to O is { (x, y) ∈ O× p | [x, y] = 0 } and
the characteristic variety ofM is contained in { (x, y) ∈ p×p | [x, y] = 0, y ∈ N(p) }.
If x is not distinguished, there exists some semi-simple y such that [x, y] = 0 and
if π is the projection T ∗p ≃ p × p → p, π−1(x) ∩ Ch(M) is strictly contained in
the conormal bundle to O. This is true for all points x′ of O and thus O satisfies
the condition of definition 1.5.5(ii). If x = s + n is the Jordan decomposition of
x ∈ p and if n is not distinguished in ps, the same condition is still true for the
stratum of x. If we assume only that λps > 0 for any s ∈ p semisimple, we get the
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inequality µΣ + tΣ > 0 for all x = s + n such that n is distinguished hence M is
weakly tame. 
Proof of theorem 1.6.2. In the diagonal case, λps is always strictly positive which
shows the theorem. 
Then corollaries 1.6.3, 1.7.6 and 1.7.7 are deduced from the results of section
1.5.
Proof of proposition 1.6.4. In the diagonal case, if Σ is a nilpotent orbit and x ∈ Σ,
the trace of ηΣ is tΣ = (λg(x) + dim g)/2 ≥ (rank g+dim g)/2 while corollary 3.4.3
shows that the roots of the b-function of Σ are greater or equal to (rank g−dim g)/2.
So, the roots of the b-function are greater or equal to −tΣ/δ if δ = (dim g +
rankg)/(dim g− rank g). If δ(g) is the minimum of this value over all semi-simple
subalgebras [gs, gs] for s semi-simple, the roots of the b-function of Σ will be greater
or equal to −tΣ/δ(g) for all strata Σ and definition 1.5.4 will be satisfied. 
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